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IBM & Google Launch 'Istio' Cloud Software, but Amazon & Microsoft Skip the Party [2]

Istio, an open source project backed by IBM, Google, Red Hat and others for connecting,
managing and securing Kubernetes containers, hits version 1.0 Tuesday. But can Istio become
ubiquitous without support from market leaders Amazon Web Services and Microsoft?
Istio, also backed by Lyft Inc. and Pivotal , is a "service mesh," picking up where Kubernetes
leaves off. Kubernetes provides orchestration to run multiple containers, manage their
lifecycle, keep them available and scale them up and down as needed. Istio is software for
managing how containers interact with each other.

The Istio service mesh hits version 1.0 [3]

What is Istio? The latest open source project out of Google [4]

Istio sets sail as Red Hat renovates OpenShift container ship [5]

Red Hat is celebrating the 1.0 release of Istio, the open source microservices management
project, and the arrival of version 3.10 of its OpenShift software container platform.
Istio's 1.0 release received mention at Google Cloud Next last week, but the official bits are
expected on Tuesday. The software serves as a management mechanism for distributed
microservices, providing capabilities like traffic management, service identity and security,

policy enforcement and telemetry among apps running across multiple Kubernetes clusters and
hosts.

IBM, Google, Red Hat push Istio to 1.0 release [6]

IBM launched Istio along with Google Cloud and Lyft a little more than a year ago. The goal
of Istio is to give developers a vendor-neutral way to connect, secure and manage networks of
various microservices.
Managing microservices is a critical issue since enterprises are increasingly built on them. By
breaking services and applications into smaller parts developers can be more agile. The issue
is that managing various microservices requires a good bit of choreography.
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